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Madam, Millions of people are affected by traumatic brain injury (TB) across the world each year. Road traffic accidents (RTAs) are among the top contributors of mild to severe TBI cases, and in developing countries like Pakistan, low literacy rates and lack of awareness regarding traffic rules have further aggravated the situation.¹ Many survivors of RTAs never return to their normal life and are made to live with persistent disabilities. The limitation of knowledge regarding post-TBI cognitive impairment has been noted, and it further adds a barrier to necessary actions. It's evident that following mild to moderate TBI, the patients are prone to cognitive impairment and its associated adverse effects.²

A recent 2019 study by Gorgoraptis et al. reported that cognitive impairment adversely affects health-related quality of life (HRQOL) following TBI.³ In Pakistan's already struggling healthcare system, there are a few emergency trauma centres with neurocritical care units in it. Another study indicates that TBI patients are not assessed by an experienced doctor most of the time, with poor reporting of the clinical findings and hence missing out on an important finding in such patients.⁴ Computed Tomography (CT) scans for critical patients are available only in large centers, and the patient load and cost of investigation can hinder its timely availability for most TBI patients. Post TBI cognitive impairment can cause a significant burden on the healthcare system leading to other social implications as well. The patients are discharged once they get stabilized with no proper follow-up plans which can lead to other avoidable cognitive impairments like dementia, psychiatric problems, and behavioural changes.

In TBI cases, risk assessment and more advanced investigations like MRI can be provided to the patients who are being suspected of any finding missed on a CT scan. Furthermore, TBI guidelines need to be reviewed and planned accordingly. A psychiatric team must assess patients' mental status changes during the stay and if needed proper therapy must be initiated. Neuropsychological rehabilitation plays a pivotal role in cognitive impairments and can help decrease the burden of neurological diseases⁵ and improves HRQOL of patients. Hence, a unified and interdisciplinary approach towards patients with traumatic brain injury is required not only to reduce mortality but also to improve the quality of life in survivors.
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